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• In M. Lambrechts’ presentation all super-Earths are rocky, but this was due to :
1. The snowline does not move with time
2. All considered planetary seeds are within the snowline
3. They can only accrete rocky pebbles

• We have broadened the study, by considering (Izidoro et al., -to be submitted) :
1. a time-evolving protoplanetary α-disk (i.e. with a moving snowline),
2. planetary seeds on both sides of the original snowline,
3. different sizes of icy and rocky pebbles

Results:
Nominal model

Results:
Nominal model

All super-Earths are icy!

Uneven formation of planetary seeds?

Results:
Model with seeds
inside the SL
• Rocky seeds grow
slowly (small pebbles)
• The SL sweeps through
the seed region
• Seeds that find
themselves beyond
the SL start to accrete
vigorously (large
pebbles)
• They migrate to the
inner disk

All super-Earths are icy!

Ever-warm disks?

Results:
SL fixed
• Seeds beyond the SL
grow the fastest…
• …then they migrate
into the inner disk

All super-Earths are icy!

No migration?

Results:
SL moving
No migration

• Only seeds beyond the
SL grow to Se size
• Because they don’t
migrate there are no
close-in SE

No close-in super-Earths

The only apparent solution: big rocky pebbles

Results:
SL moving
Migration
Rocky pebbles as
big as icy pebbles
• Now rocky seeds
accrete as efficiently
as icy seeds
• They become massive
enough to migrate
faster than the
snowline
• So, they remain rocky
• If seeds only at the SL, equivalent to Ormel et al. (2017)

It works but…..

This scenario is unlikely because:

• Grain growth in silicate-dominated disk is limited at mmscale by the bouncing barrier
• Constituents of ordinary chondrites are <mm in size
• Without the contrast in size between rocky and icy
pebbles it is not possible to explain why the cores of the
giant planets of the Solar system formed in the outer disk
whereas the inner disk produced only ~Mars-size embryos

Vigorous accretion, needed to migrate faster than the SL,
could happen with sub-mm pebbles if:
• Very strong sedimentation of the pebbles -> low turbulence
• Very high pebble flux
Still, seeds beyond the SL would grow faster (bigger pebbles) so
they should not exist (Ormel et al., 2017)

1 mm

Is it so sure that super-Earths are rocky?
• more detailed measurements of stellar distances and stellar radii seem to have filled in the gap at 1.8 Earth radii to
some level (Fulton & Petigura 2018)
• Taking the effect of binary stars onto the observations of planetary radii into account, Teske et al. (2018) have shown
that the radius gap could be reduced even more.
• Van Eylen et al. (2018a) find that the gap in the planetary radius distribution has shifted to 2.0 Earth radii, also more
consistent with water rich super-Earths.

Need to characterize host stars better – Tess, Plato
• Kurosaki et al. (2014) find that all water ice on the planet could be evaporated away by the host star, leaving a rocky
core behind independently if water ice was originally present in the planet or not.

Need to study evaporation more precisely, to understand whether irradiated, atmosphere-less planets
preserved their original composition

